HealthRules® Payor + Burgess Source® Combined Value

HealthRules® Payor is a next-generation
core administrative processing system that
provides transformational capabilities to
health plans of all types and sizes. With
HealthRules Payor, health plans can quickly
address market opportunities and stay
in front of their competition.

Burgess is at the forefront of healthcare
technology, delivering solutions that strive
to bring payment to the point of service,
eliminate inefficiencies in the payment
management workflow, and enable
informed business decisions based on
powerful analytics.

HealthRules Payor is unlike any other core
administrative solution because of its patented
HealthRules Language™, an English-like
vernacular that offers a revolutionary new
approach to configuration, claims processing
and transparency of information.

Burgess Source® is the only solution that
natively brings together accurate regulatory
data, pricing, editing, real-time analytics,
claims modeling tools, and sophisticated
network payment configuration in a single
source.

As part of HealthEdge’s integrated next-generation solution suite, Burgess Source
and HealthRules Payor offer significant value when combined, including:
Increased automation and accuracy
Improved workflow efficiencies
Enhanced claims processing with software-driven payment integrity

Burgess Source can connect and
work in harmony with any claims
system on the market. Thanks to
its unique design, any configuration
or customization set up in Burgess
Source is maintained if a health plan
transitions to another system.

A single solution for all aspects of the claims process
When it comes to claims processing, HealthRules Payor and Burgess Source’s
capabilities are unmatched by the competition or other disjointed systems across
the healthcare landscape. With both core claims administration and payment
integrity solutions under one umbrella, HealthEdge ensures that customers
experience the best of:
Streamlined support and maintenance

Data integration

A single account management team

Single configuration

Real-time processing

Maximum operational efficiency

“

We’re on a mission to enhance operational
efficiency for health plans through our
next-generation platforms. We have a shared desire
to impact healthcare by overcoming the limitations of

”

current solutions, which resulted in our coming together

[in 2020] to create a robust, thriving, growth-oriented company

built on disruptive healthcare payor technology.

—Steve Krupa, CEO, HealthEdge

HealthRules Payor + Burgess Source Advantages
Beyond claims processing, the unique capabilities of HealthRules Payor and
Burgess Source offer combined benefits for a competitive advantage:
Integrated, automated claims
editing, pricing, and analytics
through a single source
Optional secondary editing
Automated policy and pricing
updates delivered every two
weeks eliminates IT lift

Streamlined upgrade process
Easy and adaptable configuration
abilities
Single support infrastructure to
manage our relationship with you
across all activities

HealthEdge + Burgess Long-Term Goals
Other options in the marketplace can take years to connect to one another. HealthEdge
has customers across the country successfully using a combination of HealthRules Payor
and Burgess Source today. Health plans can take advantage of these best-in-class
solutions and expect:
Next-Generation Payment Integrity that enables real-time payment accuracy upstream
Consolidated vendors for streamlined processes and reduced downstream
contingency spending
Advanced analytics to improve decision-making

“

Working together we will accelerate our shared
vision to challenge the inefficient status quo
in claims administration. As one combined company, we
can offer our existing customers complementary solutions while
we collaborate to introduce another industry first:
an end-to-end unified claims processing, payment integrity,
and adjudication platform capable of delivering first pass payment
accuracyto providers. By harnessing cloud technologies, we will
bring data integration, reimbursement accuracy and accountability,

”

to an elevated level of precision, empowering the industry

to realize point of service payments.
– Greg Burgess, Chief Product Officer (Burgess), HealthEdge

For more information, visit healthedge.com

